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SHORT ANSWERS 

Question1. Emphasize the need for irrigation in India. 

Question2. Mention 3 primitive and 3 modern modes of irrigation. 

Question3. What is a well? 

Question4. State two conditions required for a well. 

Question5. Mention 2 ways of drawing water from a well. 

Question6. Mention 3 states in India where well irrigation is prominent. Why are wells common in these 
states? 

Question7. Mention 3 advantages of well irrigation. 

Question8. Mention 3 disadvantages of well irrigation. 

Question9. What is a tank? 

Question10. State two conditions required for a tank. 

Question11. Mention 3 states in India where tank irrigation is prominent. 

Question12. Why are tanks common in the Deccan Plateau? 

Question13. Mention 3 advantages of tank irrigation. 

Question14. Mention 3 disadvantages of tank irrigation. 

Question15. Mention 2 types of canals. 

Question16. What is an inundation canal? 

Question17. What is the greatest advantage of inundation canals? 

Question18. Mention 3 disadvantages of inundation canals. 

Question19. Mention 3 ways in which perennial canals may have water. 

Question20. Mention 3 advantages of perennial canals. 

Question21. Mention 3 disadvantages of perennial canals. 
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Question22. What advantages do modern methods of irrigation have over primitive methods? 

Question23. Mention 3 important canal systems each in North India and South India along with the 
states irrigated. 

Question24. Why are canals not found in the Deccan plateau? 

Question25. Mention 3 differences between an ordinary well and a tube well. 

Question26. What conditions are essential for a tube well? 

Question27. Mention 3 advantages of tube wells. 

Question28 . Mention 2 disadvantages of tube wells. 

Question29. How does salt water ingression happen in tube wells? 

Question30. Mention 3 states in India where tube wells are common. 

Question31 . What purposes are served by a multipurpose project? 

Question32. What is the environmental impact of huge dams? 

Question33. What do you mean by conservation of water? 

Question34. Emphasize the need for water conservation inIndia. 

Question35. Mention 3 approaches taken to conserve water. 

Question36. Mention 3 advantages of sprinkler and drip irrigation. 

Question 37. State the objectives of the National Water Policy. 

Question38. What do you mean by watershed management? Mention 3 advantages of watershed 
management. 

Question39. Which irrigation method is an outcome of watershed management? 

Question40. What is rooftop rainwater harvesting? What purposes does it serve? 

 

 

 

 


